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1.

3.

2.

4.

1.  Add a strip of the Candy Cane decorative tape to the right hand side of the gift bag, just to the right of the handle.

2.  Add a strip of the Word decorative tape to the left of the handle.

3.  Hand cut a tag, then ink the edges of the tag and add a piece of the Candy Cane decorative tape near the bottom of the tag. Add a half 

of the paper doily 1/2" above the Candy Cane decorative tape.

4.  Embellish the tag using stickers and brads.

www.cartabellapaper.com
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“Merry Christmas" 
Ornament 

by Aly Dosdall

Dimensions: 6”
supplies:  "Snowmen" Patterned Paper (Jingle All The 
Way); Sticker Accents (Jingle All The Way); Red/Cream 
Paper (Home For The Holidays); Green/Gold Paper 
(Home For The Holidays); Baker’s Twine; Snowflake 
Punch; Clear Gems; Circle Cutter

Using the same instructions and a new collection of papers will give you an extra ornament style.

1.  Cut twenty strips from the "Snowmen" paper 
measuring 6” long and 3/4” wide.

2.  To create the loops, gently fold the strips 
in half without creasing the fold and staple 
the ends together.

3.  Hot glue the stapled ends of each loop 
together to create the “flower."

4.  Cut three circles from the solid paper—two 
3” ones, and one 2 1/2” one. Hot glue one of 
the 3” circles onto the center of the back of 
the “flower," and layer the other two before 
hot gluing them to the center of the front.

5.  Add sticker accents, snowflakes, and 
gems to the front circle to embellish the 
ornament.

6.  Hot glue Baker’s Twine to the back of the 
ornament for hanging.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/mini-themes/jingle-all-the-way.html
https://www.facebook.com//echoparkpaper
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"Merry Christmas" 
Treat Box 

by Corri Garza

Dimensions: 4" x 4" x 6"
supplies:  “Holiday Swirls” Patterned Paper (Home 
for the Holidays); “Green Gold” Patterned Paper 
(Home for the Holidays);  “Ornaments” Patterned 
Paper ( Home for the Holidays); “FaLaLa Words Gold” 
Patterned Paper (Home for the Holidays); “Holidays 
6 x 12 Chipboard” (Home for the Holidays; “Merry 
Ornament”  Designer Die; “Christmas Candy Cane” 
Designer Die; Gold Glitter Paper; Burlap String; 
Ribbon; Acetate; Silhouette Digital Die Cut Machine; 
Digital Box Die Cut Shape

1. Use the Silhouette Die cut machine to cut a 
box from the patterned paper. 

2. Assemble the box. 
3. Decorate the box with chipboard stickers 

and manually die cut words.
4. Tie a ribbon bow through the slots on the 

box top and mount a twine bow onto the 
chipboard sticker.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/home-for-holidays
https://www.facebook.com/EchoParkPaper
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1.   Use the "Holiday Tag" Die Set to 
die cut three different patterned 
papers from the 6x6 paper pad.

2.  Cut the smaller tag from the die 
set on contrasting patterned paper.

3.  Embellish the tags with the 
stickers.

4.  Add a decorative brad to each of 
the tags.

“Christmas Tags”by Ashley Horton

Dimensions:  3 1/4" x 2"
supplies: Holiday Tag Die Set (Christmas 
Cheer); 6x6 Paper Pad (Christmas Cheer); 
Decorative Brads (Christmas Cheer); Joy 
4x6 Stamp (Christmas Cheer); Enamel 
Shapes (Christmas Cheer); Element 
Stickers (Christmas Cheer); Alpha Stickers 
(Christmas Cheer)

Incorporate the coordinating Christmas Cheer stamps onto your tags.

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/christmas-cheer/
https://www.facebook.com/EchoParkPaper
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"Christmas
Countdown" 
by Tegan Skwiat

21

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_christmastime.html


1.  Cut 25 6"x4" cards from the 6x6 paper pad, "Red 
Ornaments" patterned paper, "Christmas Cheer" 
patterned paper, and "Journaling Cards" patterned 
paper. Cut 25 6"x1 1/2" strips from the black cardstock 
and adhere them vertically down the middle of each 
patterned paper base.

2.  Cut 25 4 1/2"x2" banners using a mixture of the 6x6 
paper pad and red and green cardstock. Adhere the 
banners in the middle of the countdown cards 1" from 
the top.

3.  Trim apart the numbers from the "Countdown 
to Christmas" patterned paper.  Embellish the 
countdown cards with the countdown numbers, brads, 
chipboard accents, sticker elements, and buttons.  

4.  Make a 6"x4" template from scrap paper. Punch 
two holes at the top for the binder rings. Use this 
template to trace the exact placement of the holes 
onto each countdown card. Punch out holes.

5. Load the countdown cards onto the display stand 
using binder rings. Punch a hole at the top of two 
chipboard banners and hang one on each side of the 
countdown cards.

6.  Make a bow from 1 1/2" wide red and cream striped 
ribbon and adhere the "25" flair button in the middle. 
Adhere bow to bottom of display stand base. 

Dimensions: 13"x 9"
supplies: "Countdown to Christmas" Patterned 
Paper (Christmas Time); "Red Ornaments" 
Patterned Paper (Christmas Time); "Christmas 
Cheer" Patterned Paper (Christmas Time); 
"Journaling Cards" Patterned Paper (Christmas 
Time); 6x6 Paper Pad (Christmas Time); Element 
Stickers (Christmas Time); Chipboard Accents 
(Christmas Time); Decorative Brads (Christmas 
Time); Flair Buttons (Christmas Time); Black, 
Red, and Green Cardstock; Hole Punch; Display 
Stand; Office Rings; Buttons; Ribbon (May Arts)
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Use double sided tape or glue dots to secure the hanging pennant stickers in place.

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_christmastime.html
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"Winter Wood Frame" 
by Guiseppa Gubler

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

23

Warm Winter
Wishes

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_warmcozy.html
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_warmcozy.html
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1.  Cut out a piece of burlap measuring 4 3/4" x 7 1/4" inches. Fray the edges of the burlap by pulling away strands.  Use Fray Check around 
all of the frayed edges to keep it from fraying any further. Mount the burlap on the frame.

2.  Mount on the block of wood.
3.  Add the tree border sticker from the Element Stickers at a slant.
4.  Cut out four of the Carta Bella Paper "Spooky Trees" from the online Carta Bella Paper Silhouette Store.  Two should measure 3" x 4 1/2" 

and the other two should be 2 1/2" x 3 1/2." Mount the trees on the wood frame.
5.  Cut a 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" rectangle from the "Oh Deer" patterned paper and mount on the frame. 
6.  Mount the dotted journaling card from the 3x4" Journaling Cards to the paper. Add a few strips from the "Snowed In," "Cozy Stripes," and 

"Border Strips" patterned paper around the journaling card. Notch the ends of a few of the strips.
7.  Fussy cut animals from the "Oh Deer" patterned paper and mount on the frame.
8.  Add stickers from the Element Stickers to the frame.
9.  Use the "Snowflakes Set #2" to die cut snowflakes for the frame. Adhere them around the frame. Add  jute to some of the snowflakes.

Instructions:

Dimensions: 7 1/2" x 7 3/4"
supplies: "Oh Deer" Patterned Paper (Warm & Cozy); "Border Strip" Patterned Paper (Warm & Cozy); "Cozy Stripe" Patterned Paper (Warm & Cozy); "Snowed In" 
Patterned Paper (Warm & Cozy); "4x6 Journaling Cards" (Warm & Cozy); 3x4" Journaling Cards (Warm & Cozy); 6x6" Paper Pad (Warm & Cozy); Element Sticker 
(Warm & Cozy); "Snowflake Set #2" Designer Die; Wood Frame; Burlap; Fray Check; Silhouette Digital Die Cut Machine; "Spooky Trees" Digital Die Cut; Jute

Look for unique surfaces to serve as the foundation for home decor projects like the wood piece used here.

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_warmcozy.html
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"On the Hunt" 
Layout

by Becki Adams

Supplies: "Snow Day" Patterned Paper (Warm 
& Cozy); "Cozy Strip" Patterned Paper (Warm 
& Cozy); 4x6" Journaling Card Patterned 
Paper (Warm & Cozy); "Nordic Sweater" 
Patterned Paper (Warm & Cozy); 3x4" 
Journaling Cards Patterned Paper (Warm & 
Cozy); Element Stickers (Warm & Cozy)

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_warmcozy.html
https://www.facebook.com/CartaBellaPaper
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"Brrr" Banner 
by Wendy Sue Anderson

CLICK HERE 
to view this collection

CLICK HERE 
for more ideas

2626

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_allbundledup.html
https://www.facebook.com/CartaBellaPaper
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1.  Use the Silhouette to cut the letters “b,r,r,r” 
in a serif font three times each from white 
cardstock.  

2.  Cut each letter one more time from the 
patterned papers listed.

3.  Stack the letters and use a strong 
adhesive to adhere them together 
making each letter four layers thick.

4.  Use a hole punch to punch circles in the 
tops of each of the letters and string 
them together with heavy jute.

5.  Embellish each letter with various stickers 
from the Element Sticker sheet.  Use foam 
adhesive behind some of the stickers for 
added dimension.

6.  Add lightweight jute to the mini banners.
7.  Add additional embellishments, such as 

the silver glitter buttons, if desired.

Instructions:

Dimensions: 4'
supplies: "Winter Stripe" Patterned Paper (Bundled Up); 

"Large Snowflakes" Patterned Paper (Bundled Up); "Mittens" 
Patterned Paper (Bundled Up); "Large Chevron" Patterned 
Paper (Bundled Up); White Cardstock; Element Stickers 
(Bundled Up); Jute; Silhouette Digital Die Cut Machine; 
Silver Glitter Buttons; Small Circle Punch

Die cutting the same shape several times and then layering it creates a thickness and sturdiness similar to chipboard.

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_allbundledup.html
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1. Using a circle punch or die, create a circle from a 
piece of patterned paper from the Bundled Up 6x6 
pad.

2. Adhere the circle to the bottom of the jar.
3. Remove the snowman sticker from Bundled Up 

Elements Stickers.
4. Apply baby powder to the back of the sticker to 

remove the stickiness.
5. Bend the bottom of the sticker evenly to create a 

small stand.
6. Apply adhesive to the folded stand and adhere to 

the paper in the jar.
7. Repeat this process for the trees.
8. Remove three pennant stickers from Bundled Up 

Elements Stickers and apply them to a length of 
twine.

9. Add adhesive to each side of the jar and hang the 
twine and pennants from the side. 

10. Leave the twine hanging over the edge.
11. Pour cellophane sprinkles into the jar to add the 

look of snow.
12. Create another circle of Bundled Up 6x6 

patterned paper, one that will fit inside the lid of 
the jar.

13. Adhere the circle to the lid. 
14.Place the lid on the jar and then trim away the 

excess twine.
15. Tie a length of twine around the jar and slip a 

button on the ends. Tie a bow through the button.

Dimensions: 4" x 6"
supplies: 6x6" Paper Pad (Bundled Up); Element Stickers 
(Bundled Up); Mason Jar; Twine; Button; Cellophane Sprinkles; 
Circle Punch; Baby Powder

"Snow Globe"
by Kimberly Crawford

Use fake snow for a snow globe filled with paper 
rather than water. Or laminate each piece placed inside 
and then add water.

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_allbundledup.html


Coming soon!
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Delighted, captivated, enamored. These are just a few words to describe how you'll feel about this amazing release. The "Words of 
Love" collection captures the heart and soul of love with a traditional color scheme and beautiful icons. Use the journaling cards 
to create handmade Valentines. Send a love note with the coordinating envelope "Designer Die." Document your Valentine's Day 
activities with the incredible papers and matching stickers. This entire release is perfect for sharing how you feel with those you care 
about so take a moment and say, "I love you." 29

www.cartabellapaper.com
http://www.cartabellapaper.com/collections_wordsoflove.html


Do you believe in love at first sight? You might after you see this hip reveal. The "Lucky In Love" collection is as cool as it gets. With a 
mix of traditional and trendy patterns and elements, this love-themed release works well for both Valentine's Day and Anniversaries. 
Tell your own love story with a collection designed to highlight your cherished memories. Or send those you love personalized cards 
full of heart. No matter what you make with this collection, they're going to love it!

Coming soon!

echo park paper co.
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www.echoparkpaper.com
http://www.echoparkpaper.com/collections/lucky-in-love/
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